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Erin Hunter&#39;s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series continues in Warriors: Power of Three!

This box setâ€”featuring striking new artâ€”includes all six books in the third Warriors series, and is

perfect for the collections of longtime Erin Hunter fans and readers new to the Warriors world.The

time has come for three young cats of ThunderClanâ€”Hollypaw, Jawpaw, and Lionpawâ€”to become

apprentices. Grandchildren of the great leader Firestar, they possess unusual power and talent. But

secrets and uncertainty surround them, and a mysterious prophecy promises trouble to come. The

fate of the warrior code rests in the paws of these three apprenticesâ€”and all of their strength will be

needed for the Clans to survive.
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I'm a Mom who has fallen in love with the Warrior series. This particular set "Warriors: Power of

Three" is based on Firestar's 3 grandchildren. It is fortold kin of his kin will hold the power of the

stars in their paws. This particular series is a little bit on the "slow read" side. There is lots of dreams

Jaypaw (Jayfeather) has about ancient cats. Lionpaw (Lionblaze) also finds himself in a dream trip.

The final book picks up the plot and leaves the reader wondering "Who is the 3rd cat in the

prophecy?" One can pick up this series and read it without having read the first set of books

"Warriors" but it's not recommended; at some point the reader will be lost as to "why" things are



happening. Start with the 1st and 2nd sets of books before reading this series. The Warriors is my

son's favorite books to read! He's 10 years old and can't hardly put them down.

This Author must have been a cat in some other life. I plan on purchasing every book she's ever

written - what a world of wonder she takes you to - and how much better now can I understand my

own two cats. Thank you Erin Hunter !

My 10 year old nephew got me started on reading this series. It is an excellent story series for all

ages (10 to 88 so far!). the books are an easy read for kids of all ages. Aside from the addictive

storyline, there are substories of loyalty, betrayal, honor, progressive responsibility, life and death.

Nothing gruesome or gory. highly reccomend the series!

I'm hooked on this series of books in a big way. I'm not a kid either, & don't honestly believe this

would be a book/series for any kid under the age of 13. They are stories about survival & remind me

of Native American books set in prehistoric times.But for the adult with a fascination for cats, this is

the best I've read in a long time. For those who rescue feral cats & are upset by moments of blood &

fighting, you probably wouldn't like it. But the entire series of Warrior books are a treasure & I can't

put them down. I'm going into withdrawal now, waiting for Book #6 to be delivered in the Power of 3

Series. I can't wait for the next series of Warrior tales to come out! Good job, Erin Hunter! Keep it up

- you have a true fan here.

So I started reading these books when I was in middle school, read the first series. Picked it back up

and have sense read all the way up to the 4th series and waiting for the 5th book of the series to

come out. I am a college student but still have a deep love for these books! They are utterly

captivating and no matter how old I get I believe I will continue to read these as long as Erin Hunter

is producing them.

A friend mentioned this series to me, mostly kidding me about my love for cats (I have two) but also

because they thought I'd be interested.I thought not- I am not a fan of the "fantasy" fiction genre',

and am an avid Tom Clancy, Alistair MacLean, Ian Fleming manly/adventure category. I gave this

series a try anyway. Worse comes to worse, I could read them to my cats.The writing, perspective,

plot, realism and pace are incredible. Seriously. Try to put one of these down. They are a hidden

gem. I'm honestly surprised.I didn't expect to like these, but I love them. They are an incredible



escape, great writing and give you a perspective and appreciation for cats you may have never had.

In short- a treasure. Actually, I'd love to see this series made into a movie series.

My 11 year old daughter is in love with all things Warriors! I am so thankful for this series because it

has really gotten her into reading! I love them because they are real stories with happiness,

romance, jealousy, politics, as well as sadness. She laughs and she cries. Oh and she already

loves CATS so this was purrfect for her!

My daughter LOVES these Warriors books, so she was thrilled to get this third set.After reading the

last book of this set, her comment was,"All throughout these books, the prophecy was building to an

epic level, and then it just fell flat at the end, offering nothing....Bummer." Hopefully the fourth set will

redeem itself!
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